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ABSTRACT

Internal defect cores in pinus radiata logs arise primarily from the practice in New
of pruning trees to increase the amount of clear wood. Realising the benefits of this practice
when milling the logs is hampered by the lack of a practical method for detecting the defect
cores. This report attempts to establish industry requirements for detection and examine
techniques which may be suitable. Some trials of a novel technique are described.
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INTRODUCTION

Sawmillers are employing increasingly sophisticated systems to assist in the recovery of
quality timber from logs. Photocell arrays can readily determine external properties such as
diameter, length, taper, crook and sweep of the log. Computer software can then advise saw
operators of the optimum ways of processing the log to maximise the dollar recovery from
the tree. However, even with this information, discussion at the Technology and the Forestry
Industry Seminar at Massey University in 1992 indicated no particular agreement on the
selection of preferred saw cut placement. Two uncertainties were highlighted at the Seminar.
The first is die bucking of a felled tree into shorter logs. This is done in the forest, with little
more than experience and a measuring tape as a guide. If the first cuts are wrongly placed
then the value of the tree is irreversibly reduced by several hundred dollars [1], before the
logs are transported to the mill. The second problem is that to do with the internal defect core
of a tree.

The term "defect core" is well understood in forestry circles, but has been misinterpreted by
research scientists unfamiliar with the industry. It can be described [2] as "the cylinder
containing pith, branch stubs, and occlusion scars. It includes any widening effects due to
stem sinuosity at the time of pruning". The defect core is created by pruning when the stem
grows to obliterate external signs of that pruning. The pruning of production trees to improve
the amount of clear wood recoverable at harvest is not an international practice, being largely
confined to New Zealand and Chile. Most NZ plantations are now being pruned. Because mis
practice is isolated, die technology for dealing widi defect cores arising from pruning is
virtually non-existent elsewhere in die world. X-ray scanning techniques for logs, for instance
in North America, are being developed for requirements quite different from the need to
correctly identify and locate a defect core in a pruned tree. It has been pointed out that
pruning records now being kept will provide information in die future on die likely
distribution of defect core size within a stand of trees [3]. Such records are non-existent or
incomplete for stands to be harvested over die next 20 years. However, diese records will not
provide information on individual logs.

Some within die industry will claim that die only defect core in a radiata pine log is die pirn,
indicating that innovative processing wastes little of a log. Indeed, studies indicate dial
matching end use with log length can minimise waste [4]. However, it is generally agreed diat
detection of die defect cores widiin pruned logs would enable an enhancement in die
monetary value from harvesting trees. It is estimated [3] diat pruned log production will
increase during die next IS years to provide forestry owners widi 24% of dieir harvest
revenue. It has been estimated diat successful defect core detection could result in up to $60M
per annum additional value by die year 2000 [4].

The work reported here attempts to establish industry requirements for defect core detection,
trial identified techniques and assess which of diese could meet diose industry requirements.
In die following sections, die concept of defect core is examined in more detail, and detection
possibilities are investigated.



DEFECT CORES

It was clear from the Masscy seminar mat there were several misconceptions by scientists
present on the properties of defect cores. Van Wyk [5] clarified these in a recent publication,
and this section examines the components of defect cores in light of these definitions.

Moisture content

This can either be expressed as a percentage of the dry weight of wood, MQ,, or wet wood,

m weight of water %

weight of dry wood

u weight of water
weight of wet wood

from which

MCW

100

Typical values for moisture content of radiata pine sapwood are around 150% for dry basis,
or 60% for wet.

Densities

The density of the radiata pine cell wall material is 1S30 kg/m3, and this is obviously the
maximum possible density of solid wood with no air spaces. The green and basic densities
of wood, p w and pD, refer to the weight per unit volume of wet and dry wood. They are
related

PIT =

The green density of sapwood is virtually constant at 1100 kg/in3 and that of heartwood at
600 kg/m3. The average green density of logs is largely determined by die proportion of
heartwood. 30 year old pruned radiata pine butt logs will generally comprise about 80%
sapwood and 20% heartwood by volume. It is, of course, the green density mat is of
consideration at die milling stage because logs will be sawn before drying.



Growth variations in density

The wood basic density, p^ within a tree trunk is a function of tree age. It increases rapidly
over the first 10 to 15 rings from the pirn, rising from 350 kg/in3 to around 400 kg/m3.
Thereafter, there is usually only a gradual rise to outerwood levels of 450 to 520 kg/m3.
Outerwood basic density is also variable between trees. In a compartment averaging 470
kg/m3, individual stems can range from 400 to 550 kg/m3. Figure 1 illustrates the variation
of densities across a log. It should be noted that there is an abrupt change in green densities
corresponding with the transition from heartwood into sapwood. The diameter at which this
occurs is dependent on the age of the tree, and has nothing to do with the particular pruning
regime adopted.
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Figure 1: Illustration of the variation in densities across a log (van Wyk [5]).

Corewood is juvenile wood formed near the pirn, and although property changes are gradual
from die pith outwards, the corewood zone is conventionally defined as the inner 10 growth
rings [6]. Annual rings are characterised by density differences between earlywood and
latewood. The green density of earlywood is up to 100 kg/ms higher than that of the adjoining
latewood.



Defect and knotty core

The Park definition [2] of defect core, being the cylinder containing branch stubs and their
occlusions, is generally accepted in the NZ industry. The diameter of it is governed by the
timing and quality of pruning, number of lifts and the straightness of the young tree. Figure
2 [5] illustrates the concept.

Sapwood-

Diameter over stubs

Knotty core

Intergrown knot

Heartwood

Occlusion

Figure 2: Illustration (van Wyk [5]) of the concept of defect core.

The distinction in terminology between defect and knotty cores arises from die intended
processing method, and for sawlogs die two terms are synonymous. Of prime importance are
die characteristics dial die defect core is not necessarily centred in die cross section of die
log, nor is it solely confined to die heartwood, or low green density, areas. Given mat its
radial extent is dependent on fonner branches, most log cross sections will be devoid of
defect features other dian for die pith which is comparatively small.



Knots

Knots are classified according to their mode of formation. Intergrown knots are formed
when the branches are still growing vigorously, and the green density of the knots is very
similar to that of the surrounding sapwood. As trees are normally pruned while the branches
are still alive, pruned branch stubs will be intergrown. If pruning was done very late, the
branches may have died. The tree stem will grow over dead branches to form bark-encased
knots. The basic density of branches can be up to 30% higher than that of the surrounding
wood. However, if they are intergrown, and embedded in sapwood, the green densities may
be indistinguishable. Bark-encased knots may be relatively dry, unlike the very wet sapwood.

Occlusions

After pruning, the tree grows over the pruned branch stub and forms a scar called an
occlusion. The formation and size of the scar depends on many factors, but they are normally
about 30 mm long.

Other defects

There are other defects which detract from the value of the timber but which are not
associated with loss of branches. Softwoods such as radiata pine are prone to compression
wood which arises from displacement of the stem and of branches. Resin pockets may form.
Brittle heart is stress-induced damage, brought on by high rates of growth or wind damage,
normally found in hardwoods but rarely in softwoods such as pine.

POSSIBLE TECHNIQUES FOR DEFECT CORE DETECTION

There are three conventional techniques which have potential for non-invasive and non-
destructive determination of defect cores:

Ultrasonic scanning

The potential for ultrasound to be used in detecting defect cores in logs was reviewed at the
Massey seminar [7]. In general, ultrasonics have technical problems of acoustic coupling,
resolution, response speed and equipment configuration. Three common ultrasonic scanning
techniques have been tried with logs. These are:

Pulse echo technique

This is similar to sonar, and maps of the reflectivity of the interior of logs are
produced. It is generally regarded as impractical.

Computerised tomography (CT)

This is similar to the X-ray CT technique, using through-transmission of ultrasound
to produce maps of the acoustic attenuation or acoustic velocity within a log. h is
complicated because wood is anisotropic, highly ?tf»mi?ring god the ultrasound does



not propagate in straight lines. Although the distribution of rot in wooden poles could
be detected [8], the cross section images were grossly inferior to conventional CT
scanning. The method is impractical for defect cores.

Combined technique

At the Massey seminar, it was reported [7] that the Norwegian Institute of Wood
Technology were combining the pulse-echo method to scan the geometric outline of
the log, through-transmission to detect defects, and grain-sound-tracing to find out-
going knots. This last technique transmits ultrasound from the log ends to follow the
longitudinal fibres. The attenuation is comparatively smaller, and the ultrasonic wave
will be lead out to the outer surface through the fibres in, or surrounding, the knots.
Extensive data processing is required, and although the Norwegians claim results
consistent with X-ray CT scanning, much development is necessary before practical
commercial application.

Magnetic resonance imaging

MRI has become the preferred medical diagnostic technique for imaging of soft tissues. In
some respects, it could be likened to pulse-echo ultrasound in that a rf pulse is applied to the
object placed in a magnet field, and the delayed response from this pulse is detected. The
combination of magnet field and rf energy causes proton nuclei to precess, and it is the decay,
or relaxation, of this precession which provides the detected signal. This has been used to
image the spatial distribution of water in wood [13,14], as the relaxation times are influenced
both by the abundance of water in the tissues and by physical interactions of the water
protons with surrounding molecules. It is claimed [14] that observed features correspond
closely to visual features following sectioning of the logs. Annual ring structure was apparent,
with highest image intensity in the more porous spring wood. Bark-encased and dead knots
gave low image intensity. Live knots were discernible due to changes in orientation of the
annual rings. Rotted tissues produced higher image intensities than did surrounding healthy
tissues apparently due to less intense binding of water in the diseased tissues. Medical MRI
imagers are more expensive than X-ray CT scanners, and their use in imaging logs should still
be regarded as under development.

Radiation techniques

Techniques based on the absorption/scatter of nuclear radiation are die most developed, and
have traditionally been viewed as offering most hope in detection of defect cores. X-rays and
gamma rays are emitted as photons of electromagnetic radiation. The diminuation of a
radiation beam through a material is governed by an attentuation coefficient As is shown
in Fig. 3, the attenuation coefficient, u, depends on both the photon energy and die object
material. The latter relates in part to density. Coefficients for water and hardwood are very
similar, with those for soft woods being a little lower in value.

Compton scatter

In an interaction known as the Compton effect photons can be deflected away from
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their initial direction and this scatter can be used to give density information.
Compton scattered photons always have lower energy than the incident photons, and
although scatter above 100 keV is predominantly in the forward direction, a sufficient
number of energetic photons are scattered at 90° to the transmitted beam to make mis
a useful technique. A simple application of this was proposed [9]; however, this was
based on a false definition of defect cores. Full Compton tomographic imaging has
been reported [10] in the medical field using 191 keV energies and a gamma camera.
However, the results are inferior to conventional longitudinal X-ray CT imaging, and
data acquisition times are considerably longer. Compton scattering techniques are
unlikely to be suitable for defect core detection for the same reasons.

Transmission measurements

Methods derived from measuring the attenuation of a transmitted beam of photons
through an object represent a mature technology. The basis of these are illustrated in
Fig. 4. The attenuation of an X-ray beam of intensity 1^ through an absorber is
exponential

and the line integral is normally referred to as the ray sum.

The scan curve, or projection, shown in Fig. 4 is made up of individual transmission
measurements of ray sums. In radiography [11], there is only one projection and
defects within the object are superimposed onto one plane. A bi-planar technique
records two orthogonal projections to give crude spatial information on the location
of defects. This can be quite adequate if the defects are low in number. In computed
tomography, many projections are taken to cover a minimum angular range of 180°,
and an image is reconstructed by filtered back projection. Good spatial resolution is
afforded by the technique, and a considerable number of trials on logs are reported.
State of the art is represented by the Imatron C-100 scanner, sometimes referred to as
a fifth generation scanner, which can acquire data at the rate of 34 images per second
[12]. There are no moving parts, and the changes in angle at which the different
projections are recorded are achieved by sweeping an electron beam (Fig. 5). At an
object slice thickness of 16 mm and image of 128 x 128 pixels, data acquisition rates
correspond with a speed approaching 20 m per minute, comparable with lumber
throughput. However, time taken in image reconstruction precludes performance
anywhere near these figures, although this can be expected to improve as faster
hardware and algorithms become available. The Imatron C-100 is not designed for
logs of arbitrary length, but could be adapted by tilting the object plane; oval images
result from this.

There is another type of radiation which has been used for radiographic imaging,
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namely, neutrons. The attenuation of a neutron beam is quite different from photon
beams. The primary stepping interaction is 'proton knock-on*, in which the neutron
energy is mostly transferred to the similar weight proton in one collision. Protons are
the nuclei of hydrogen atoms, and it follows that higher neutron attenuation occurs in
hydrogenous materials, or those with significant water content. This is quite different
to the increased attentuation with absorber atomic number of photon beams. Use is
made of this difference in dual beam methods in which both gamma ray and neutron
attenuation is simultaneously measured to independently estimate both density and
hydrogen content [18]. Current applications are fat in meat determinations [10], or
water content in other substances. However, neutron CT has yet to be demonstrated,
and the use of neutrons for radiographic imaging is very limited because of source
strengths and shielding requirements.
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NEW ZEALAND RESEARCH POSSIBILITIES

The question is what avenue, if any, should NZ researchers and the timber industry devote
money and effort to defect core detection? MRI and fifth generation CT imaging would be
megabuck investments, and even if they prove viable for on-line saw mill use, die cost may
be prohibitive for widespread economic use in the industry. The author has developed a
portable CT scanner, equivalent to first generation machines, and an example of its use on
a standing pinus radiata tree is shown in Fig. 6.

RFP: bottoH section, no prune Harts

PortaMF
date: 21-10-91 Hon

id; RFP; botton
f i le : PINE11

Scan
Uiew
File
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1.55
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Figure 6: Example of portable CT scanner image of a standing pine tree.
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PortaCAT was developed to detect defects in power poles, and these ate quite different from
freshly cut logs. The example shown demonstrates the influence of sap water in dominating
the image features. This instrument has neither the speed nor the sensitivity to warrant further
development for defect core detection. Within the context of this report, the author has
investigated two other options.

Bi-Planar digital X-radiography

This was suggested by Henderson at the Massey seminar [11] and is illustrated in Fig. 6.

X-ray Tube
Detecior ( T\

Linear Array V—-Jk-/

-^—LU 1—± Loo motion

Figure 7: Bi-planar digital radiography [11].

There are no moving parts, so the method would inherently be fast Being similar to medical
instruments, components are commercially available, reliable and have good support
PortaCAT [15] uses this technique to give a quick appraisal of pole integrity, and it can
supply gross features of a pole cross section. A software simulation of bi-planar imaging was
done for this report, and resulting images are shown in Fig. 8. In this work, the transmissions
of two orthogonal projections (each of 128 rays, spaced 3 mm apart) using parallel X-ray
beams were estimated numerically, and the technique of filtered back-projection was used to
generate the images. The densities assumed for sap, heart and knots were 1100,600 and 825
kg/m3, repectively. Other than for simple cross sections, the results are not encouraging, and
it would appear difficult to determine the spatial distribution of knots in any but die simplest
of defects. The reason is insufficient number of measurements, 256 ray-sums in these
examples, and the restricted viewing angles.

Manson [16] has described the similar TINA system which has been used in Sweden since
1980 to grade logs at sawmills. Orthogonal beams of gamma radiation from two "*&
radiosotopic sources are used in conjunction with linear array detectors. It is conceded mat
with only two scan directions, tomographical analysis is not feasible, and the systems are
primarily used to gauge log geometry beneath the bark. However, recent developments have
led to an empirical classification of logs which, without CT imaging, does take into,
measured variations in internal density.

Line X-ray tube

This technique is novel, and yet to be fully evaluated. The Imatron C-l 00 scanner i
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(a) no defects, central heart 75mm
diameter.

(b) no defects, 75mm diameter heart
displaced -25, -25mm from centre.

(c) no defects, centra) heart of 200mm
diameter.

(d) heart 75mm diameter, defects of size
40 x 25mm at 75mm radius.

Figure 8: Results firom simulation of a bi-planar digital x-ray system on a log 320aun
diameter. Wood densities are 1100,600 and 825 kgfo3 for s&p, heart and defects.
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electron beam through 210° of arc in a plane normal to die beam. If digital radiography is
required, rather than full CT scanning, a simpler technique would be to elecrostatically sweep
the point of impact of an electron beam along an anode wire in die direction of die beam.
Calculated election beam trajectories are shown in Fig. 9 for a beam energy of 40 kV DC.
Like die Imatron machine, die line X-ray tube has die advantage of speed, and no moving
parts. It would be much more compact

40

35

30

25

20

15

10

5-

coupled deflector and line

beam > 40035-Rne volts

line 1535 1035 535 235 135 35 V

ILL

200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000
mm

Figure 9: Election beam trajectories in a line x-ray tube calculated for a total energy of 40
kV DC. Note differing scales.

A fan beam of X-rays would result from die impact spot of die beam on die anode. If a X-ray
detector array is located parallel to die line X-ray source bit on die opposite side of die log,
then multiple X-ray transmission measurements are made simultaneously. Simulation of diis
system is shown in Fig. 10, where die source and detector are represented by horizontal lines
above and below a log cross section. 128 detectors and 128 beam spots, at 3 mm intervals,
are used in die simulation. The desired end result is not an photographic image of die log
cross section, but die location of changes in wood density associated wim defects. To achieve
this, each of die 128 projections is first processed by a aero area filter which picks oat die
changes, and zeroes areas of constant density. These projections are simply back-projected
to create an image which highlights density changes. The limited angular range canses soaae
lack of clarity in die vertical plane, but die defects are located accurately enough for iheir size
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(a) one defect 40 x 25mm in log of
320mm diameter, with 75mm diameter
heart.

(b) same as (a), but with heart displaced
a distance of -25m, -25mm from centre.

(c) four defects about 75mm diameter
heart.

(d) no defects, 200mm heart.

(e) 4 defects about central 200mm heart.

Figure 10: Simulated imaging of logs using a line x-ray tube at 40 kV and special fiherng
on projection data prior to back projection.
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and position to be determined. A circle could easily be defined which will enclose them, and
therefore allow identification of the defect core in the cross section. As the log is passed
through the device, a three dimensional core could be reconstructed, and die saw operation
adjusted accordingly.

This computer simulation was followed with measurements in which the linear x-ray tube and
x-ray detector area were simulated by a 300 mCi "'Am source (60 keV) and a single 20 x
20 mm CdTe detector. Source and detector were mounted on linear slides straddling die
object, and could be independently positioned by computer. Transmission measurements were
made to a statistical precision of 0.5%, and images of 60 x 60 pixels were reconstructed as
for the computer simulation results of Fig. 10. Two dry hardwood poles and a 270 mm
diameter particle board phantom were scanned; the results are shown in Fig. 11 along with
their PortaCAT images (31x31 pixels). The poles contained areas of rot, principally in radial
directions, and one had an off-centre hole. The irregular nature of features makes for difficult
interpretation of the 'linear' X-ray images. The particle board image is dominated by die
discontinuity caused by its edge. The results indicate that further work is necessary before
application of this novel technique will be successful.

SUMMARY

This report has outlined the industry concept of defect core, and examined methods of
detection which have the potential to be used in a sawmill to improve die rate of return when
processing logs. Only the Imatron CT scanner currently has die speed to match mill
throughput, although this is marginal. The water content ofpinus radiata may pose additional
requirements in sensitivity of detection over boreal species of timber. Unsubstantiated reports
suggest that this question has been investigated with prepared pine logs being sent to Imatron
from NZ for evaluation, but the results of this have not been released on die basis of
commercial sensitivity. However, die present cost of this scanner makes it unlikely diat it
would be adopted for wide-spread use amongst NZ mills. The same comment would apply
to die emerging technique of magnetic resonance imaging which does has die potential for
defect core detection, particularly in wood of high moisture content

Pruned logs, and die internal defect cores which result from diis practice, are almost unique
to NZ. However, successful detection of die cores would appear most likely widi recognised
techniques which are expensive, and are being researched overseas for other reasons. There
seems to be little merit in devoting NZ research funds to independendy tackle diis problem
along conventional lines. Rather, support should be given to innovative ideas which have die
potential to address sawmill needs, including reasonable costs. Currendy, diere is lirde to
support on this basis. Some work is underway in NZ [17] into exterior knot recognition which
may prove generally useful, although diis will not allow detection of internal defect cores.
Syndiesised results from die linear X-ray tube technique promoted in diis report are of
interest, but more work is required. This is beyond die scope of die report After favourable
development, die problem of defect core detection may be revisited vising diis technique.
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(a) degraded power pole with off-
centre hole.

(b) degraded power pole with
areas of rot spreading in radial
directions from surface.

(c) uniform particle board
phantom of 270mm diameter.

Figure 11: Imaging results (60 x 60 pixels) using apparatus to simulate the linear x-ray tube
and array. 31 x 31 PortaCAT images are shown on the right for contrast
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